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Webinar Description

Whether your nonprofit is located in Tampa 
or Toronto, bad weather is inevitable.

No matter if your bad weather consists of 
intense heat, hurricanes or endless snow, join 

the Center to learn about the importance of 
inclement weather policies, a key aspect of 

your nonprofit’s employee handbook.

Avoid getting caught in the next storm 
unprepared, and attend this webinar to learn 

about common themes and common mistakes 
found in inclement weather policies.
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Agenda

☂ Employee Handbook Basics

☂ Designing an Inclement Weather Policy

☁ Common Components

☁ Sample Policies

☁ Risk Management Tips
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Employee Handbook Basics
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General Handbook Tips

☂ Keep it simple and specific

☂ Design with a specific 
audience in mind

☂ Consistently enforce 
handbook expectations
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General Handbook Tips

☂ Review and update your 
policies periodically

☂ Distribute the handbook to 
prospective employees

☂ Write with clarity, 
relevance, fairness and 
goodwill as your goals
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Policy Mistakes

☂ Language that implies illegitimate claims

☂ Limits on the flexibility of discipline and termination

☂ Stating that overtime will not be paid
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Policy Mistakes

☂ Promising confidentiality

☂ Language that is too broad 
or too narrow

☂ Improper deductions
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Designing an Inclement 
Weather Policy
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What is inclement weather?

☂ Inclement weather can include any kind of 
extreme weather which might create 
hazardous driving conditions or significantly 
impair normal operations. 

☂ This may include snow, ice, severe 
thunderstorm activity, tornadoes, flooding, 
excessive heat or other natural perils.
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Why have a policy?

☂ Safety!

☂ Provide clear 
expectations 
and guidance
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Common Components

☂ Process of communication and authority

☂ Telecommuting and alternative options

☂ Essential personnel and responsibilities

☂Definition of absences during weather events
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Policy Sample #1
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Policy Sample #2
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Updating Your Policy
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Leave Options
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Delay & Closure Notification
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Alternatives
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Decision-Making Authority
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Tip #1: Notification

☂ Consider creating an alert program that will automatically send out a 
mass notification through text message and email
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Tip #2: Audience

Keep the 
demographic 

of your 
nonprofit in 
mind when 
developing 
the policies
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Tip #3: Customization

☂Make it your own
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Tip #4: Reminders

☂ Consider 
providing a 
refresher on 
the inclement 
weather policy 
periodically
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Tip #5: Consistency

☂Differentiate between exempt employees 
and non-exempt employees
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Tip #6: Awareness

☂ Check your state’s    
Department of Labor 
for specific wage &   
hour laws

http://www.dol.gov/whd/contacts/state_of.htm
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Tip #7: Communication

Clearly communicate 
your policy to all        

employees ahead of  
time
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Questions to Consider

☂How will we define inclement weather?

☂Who will have authority to make 
decisions on closing?

☂What responsibilities are “essential” in  
nature?
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Questions to Consider

☂How will we contact our employees and         
volunteers?

☂Will we allow remote work?

☂Will we allow or require non-exempt               
employees to use vacation or other time-off?
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Resources:

The Staff Screening Notebook
Our WebsiteExposed: A Legal Field Guide For 

Nonprofit Executives
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Questions?
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http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/store/pub_detail.asp%3Fid=120
http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/
https://www.nonprofitrisk.org/store/pub_detail.asp%3Fid=225

